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GBMP Recommendation

STEERING COMMITTEE

• “CCM should consider creating a CI Steering Committee 
that includes members of their senior leadership team, 
middle managers, front line supervisors and staff level 
employees. 

• A Steering Committee is a cross-functional group of 
employees and managers tasked with the development 
of the CCM CI Program. 

• Steering Committee members should have formal lean 
training and should participate in or lead lean projects.

• Developing a CI Steering Committee at CCM members 
represents a good opportunity for CCM”. 



Lean Steering Committee (LSC) 

Membership = up to 9 members

1 Employee Services 

1  Administration Rep

1 Vet Services Rep

2 Team Lead Reps

3 Operations Reps 
149-8/400TS EDW SRC

149-9 THR 114/75

1 KPO

*FM will represent their facility; no additional reps required from this facility

Sr Leadership reserves the right to designate the final appointees



CI Steering Committee (CISC) Charter
(“many hands accomplish many things”)

1. Provide guidance, support and recommendations 
for the Lean Program and for the KPO.

2. Tasked with indentifying the gaps in the program 
and suggested countermeasures for review by Sr. 
Leadership and by the Leadership Team.

3. Assist with developing timelines for projects and goals.

4. Assist with the planning and implementation of 
• Steering Committee meetings

• Strategic Planning (short & long-term goals)

• Communication: Internal & external outreach

• Event/project selection

• Class and resource personnel logistics, 

• General program support

• Curriculum Development & Training Plan

• Celebrate success

5. Assist in the recruitment of Steering Committee 
members.



Lean Steering Committee (LSC) 

Member Expectations

Perform tasks which allow CCM to fulfill its mission 
and purpose:
– Act as representative for your role or your facility

– Attendance at and participation in (approx 8) LSC 
meetings per year.

– Active participation on the committee(s) or task 
force(s) for which they feel they can best provide 
assistance, guidance, or support. 

– Champion for Lean initiatives

– Active participation in recruiting of appropriate 
personnel to contribute in Lean initiatives

– Time commitment: @2+ hours per month.



CISC Member “WIIFM”?

• “Voice” of your role / facility

– Guidance & governance of Lean implementation

• Content Expert on Lean initiatives

– First-hand knowledge of content & direction

• Participate in recognition of success

– All-hands meetings, or when appropriate

• CCM benefits from your guidance on the 
“right” direction

– What’s the price of doing nothing?



Continuous Improvement Steering 

Committee 2017
CISC:

• Ashley X, TL

• Amy X, VS

• Caroline X, TL

• Titi X, FM

• Angie X, FM

• Julieanne X, TM

• Nicole X, TL

Bobby X, Admin

Gerry Cronin, KPO**



2014/2015



Potential Countermeasures to Close Gaps
“Keep our employees in the facilities” (2015)

1. Develop “Lean Handbook” reference guide for facilities
– Develop Standard Work to support the Lean Handbook

– Add Video enhancements

2. Re-tool New Employee Training
– Investigate computer-based training methods

– Develop a Training Matrix / Checklist

3. Lean training needs to be more practical
– Less conceptual

4. Idea Generation Boards in all departments
– 2014: 1.6 ideas per employee

– Linking lean thinking to daily work

5. Employee recognition program
– Q12

6. Employee Review Process
– “Lean as a requirement of my job”

– Job Description Review

7. Leadership Standard Training

8. Leadership Standard Work to Support Culture



2015 Lean Knowledge Gaps
38% of facility staff = under 2 years



CCM FY16 BSC Targets - FINAL
Financial Perspective

Finish FY14 with an Operating Margin >

$1.5M (20%)

Internal Business Perspective
Standardize daily tasks for applicable staff 

associated with 1) Overcrowded Caging (OCC) and 

2) Breeding Services: “You’ve got pups” notification; 

3) Implementation of PSBs in all CCM Divisions 

(100%trained & actively utilized as defined by 

monthly activity observed for at least 9 months) 

(30% or 10% increments)

Customer Perspective

95% utilization (average over 12 months) of 

the validated CCM customer service system 

that collect and categorize CCM customer 

suggestions/complaints as well as customer 

needs (managed through Leadership Team) 

AND Select and Develop PDCA-based

Improvement Plan (through deployment) of 

Top Selected Customer Complaint/Concern. 

(25%)

Innovation & Learning Perspective

Ensure that 90% of non-LT facility staff (RAS 

I, RAS II, RAS III) are assessed for their 

correct career ladder/job expertise and have 

development plans in place. (Hiring Date of 

5/1/2016 or later excluded)  (12.5%)

Ensure that 90% of all CCM staff are 

assessed for their lean knowledge (defined 

at 9 monthly terms connected to daily work 

discussions) Hiring Date of 5/1/2916 or later 

excluded) )  (12.5%)



2016: “Spread the Knowledge”

• Lean Knowledge Survey #1

• Idea Generation Summits (FPZ & Cybex)

• Lean Tour (Gemline)

• 10 Key Lean Terms (down from 60)

• Science Fair Collaboration

• Northeast Lean Conference

– “Share our innovations with others”

– 2 workshops (“best workshops in 3 years)

• TEE Month Contest

• Lean Knowledge Survey #2



MODEL

Definition, Application & Purpose

Visual Control

Video, Game, or Team-Based Activity Simple Survey

Real Life Examples

Voice of the Customer
VOC

Definition
Voice of the Customer (VOC) is a process used to capture and 

understand customer expectations and needs in order to 
provide the highest quality product at all times. The process 
should be proactive to meet real-time changing needs of the 
customer. It can be captured through interviews, surveys, focus 
groups, requests, observation, or suggestion/complaint logs.

Application
Every CCM employee is expected to politely greet customers when 

appropriate and respond in a timely manner to questions, 
requests, concerns, and, yes, even complaints. Our primary 
customers are the Principle Investigators (PI) and research staff.

CCM’s Customer Service Hoshin Team passively tracks customer 
feedback monthly at the leadership level. Analyzing this data 
allows CCM to react, understand, and identify areas to 
continuously improve the customer experience. 

Housing Space,
Facility Access,
Where are my 

cages???

Purpose
Understanding the VOC, assists CCM in reducing Non-Value Added 

services and increasing Value Added services. Ultimately this 
contributes to  the CCM mission to “provide reliable, affordable, 
and responsive laboratory animal care and research services in 
pursuit of scientific knowledge and medical breakthroughs”.



CCM TV…BREAKING NEWS









- Each group will be playing as one team, competing against the other groups in the room to 

guess more terms than any of the other teams at the end of five minutes.  

- For each term, there should be one drawer, and the rest of the team will try to guess which 

LEAN term that drawer is trying to depict. 

- The drawer will “blindly” pick a term out of the bag or envelope.

- One point is rewarded for each correctly guessed term. Your team leader will keep score.

- Change to a new drawer for each term.

- The clock runs continuously.

- A team can pass on a if they choose- they will not receive any points for that term, and if they 

run out of terms, they do not get an opportunity to get any more points.

- Drawings cannot include words, letters or numbers.

- The drawer cannot speak or “charade,” except to denote a correct answer.

LEAN TERM

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=&url=http://pictionary.citycentredeira.com/terms-conditions.html&psig=AFQjCNHko44KXPVYlnD9IZtCGIyCzdKQYg&ust=1467312110488154


Lean Taboo How To:

Players  from each team take turns as the "giver," who attempts to prompt his or 

her teammates to guess as many keywords as possible in the allotted time. 

However, each card also has "taboo" (forbidden) words listed which may not be 

spoken.  

Rules:

• Should the giver say a “taboo” word, the team leader will press the buzzer and 

the giver must move on to the next word.

•The giver may only use speech to prompt his or her teammates; gestures, 

sounds (e.g. barking), or drawings are not allowed. 

•Singing is permitted, provided the singer is singing words rather than humming 

or whistling a tune. 

•The giver's hints may not rhyme with a taboo word, or be an abbreviation of a 

taboo word. Baseball

•Sport 

•Past Time 

•Game 

•Red Socks 

•Fenway 

Example



Survey Results:

• 2016: 117 Surveys completed (99 in 2015)

• CCM: 19% Improvement from 2015 to 

2016

– Page 1: True / False: 5% Improvement

– Page 2: Multiple Choice: 10% Improvement

– Page 3: Definition Match: 26% Improvement

– Page 4: Essay: 10% Improvement

BL



2017:                    

Reflection on 2016:

1) Review recommendations from 2014/2015

2) Current State: (Lean Knowledge Survey)

3) How did we do?

4) Are we done?

5) What’s the problem?

6) What is needed to fix the problem?

7) Who are the “fixers”?

8) CISC Recommendations to Senior Staff

9) Abstracts to National meetings
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CISC Mission Statement 2017

Blue team

NF
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Priorities

1. Problem-Solving Boards

2. CISC Communication & Transparency

3. Team Recognition

4. Leadership Standard Work

JB



Housekeeping

• “I work for you.”

• Meetings on Mondays; 2 – 3:30 (2X/month)

• Agenda

• Minutes Taker (rotating)

• 10-15 minute Lean Exercise / Game / video

• Balanced Participation

• Unconventional thinking is strongly 

encouraged



CISC Modus Operandi



•Julieanne Brandolini

•Nicole Freeman

•Angie Heiser

•Seth Hovey

•Titi Lamidi

•Bobby Lania

•Amy Mikkola

•Caroline Warren

•Gerry Cronin



Thank you for your guidance!

• Questions?
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